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Introduction
This paper, presented as part of a workshop at the 2016 World Public Health Nutrition Conference, is one of a series of papers focused on ‘magic bullets’ versus community action for nutrition. This paper will describe the evidence base on the impact of CHW programmes for child health and discuss features of successful programmes. This is a timely issue as the World Health Organisation is currently leading a process to develop global guidance on community health worker programmes.

Despite the gains in reducing under-5 mortality globally, much progress is still needed, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, the region with the highest under-5 mortality rate of 83 per 1000 live births in 2015.¹ Although there have been increases in access to high impact interventions for children, by the end of the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) period, around 40% of children in the 75 countries with the highest under-5 mortality received oral rehydration solution for diarrhea and a similar proportion of infants under six months were currently being exclusively breastfed.² Moreover, large equity gaps exist within countries in these coverage indicators and in outcomes³, particularly stunting which is concentrated among the poor, children living in rural areas, and those whose mothers have a low level of education.²

Community-based delivery platforms using community health workers (CHWs) have been implemented since the 1970s with increased focus following the Alma Ata Conference on primary health care.⁴ The early period of national implementation showed a mixed picture of success and failure.⁵ With the increased human resources for health requirements posed by the HIV/AIDS epidemic, pressure to meet the MDG and now SDG goals combined with the human resources for health crises in sub-Saharan Africa,⁶ CHW programmes have re-emerged as a common strategy to increase access to health services particularly in rural and hard to reach areas.⁷
Much of the scope of work of CHWs has been focused on child health, with some programmes having a broad scope including prevention and the promotion of interventions to support child health, whilst others have been specifically focused on nutrition or vertical programs for HIV, tuberculosis, and malaria.\textsuperscript{8-10} This paper does not focus specifically on community-based nutrition programmes, as a separate paper in this issue of WN does so (see Shrimpton and Shantha). There is now wide recognition that CHWs can effectively deliver many of the key maternal and child survival and nutrition interventions in the context of strong community trust and demand, mechanisms for motivation, and functioning systems for supplies, supportive supervision/mentoring and referrals.\textsuperscript{9,11} The evidence is strongest for the role of CHWs in newborn and maternal and young child health rather than nutrition specific outcomes (which have also received less attention until recently, except for growth monitoring which has not proven to be successful in several evaluations).

A key consideration in this era of renewed focus on community delivery platforms is whether their operations are truly integrated into comprehensive primary health care delivery or yet another vertically-driven ‘magic bullet’. Governments and policy makers are grappling with these issues within the context of strong donor dependence and rapid policy change resulting in new interventions frequently being added, often stressfully, to the community delivery platform.

**The evidence for the impact of CHW programmes on child health**
Assessing impact of CHW programmes at scale (see below) is challenging due to the lack of funding for implementation research, the rapid pace of scale up which often precludes comparison areas, and the fact that “exposure” to CHWs or intensity of the programme is difficult to assess. Programmes typically contain multiple complex interventions (e.g. integrated community case management) which makes it difficult to disentangle the impact of individual elements. Programmes may operate in unique constellations of context (e.g. health systems and broader historical social, political, economic, and geographic contexts), making interpretation and generalizability difficult. Furthermore, the quality of data captured on community level activities is often poor and incomplete. This situation has led to very few rigorous experimental research studies but there has also been little attention paid to context-mechanism-outcome research questions, including implementation research.
Evidence for impact of CHW programmes on maternal, newborn and child health

When taking a broad view of community-based programmes, inclusive of CHW programmes focusing on child health, there is evidence for impact on child mortality through community-based treatment of pneumonia, malaria and neonatal sepsis. Recent systematic reviews have concluded that community-based interventions and strategies can improve maternal and newborn outcomes, including morbidity and mortality of women, mortality and morbidity of neonates, and care-related outcomes in low and middle-income countries (LMICs).

With regard to child health outcomes, evidence exists for positive impacts of CHWs on immunization uptake, breastfeeding, morbidity and mortality, care-seeking at health facilities for sick young infants; and prompt treatment of fever with appropriate antimalarials. A recent assessment of success factors for reducing maternal and child mortality in 10 Millennium Development Goal fast-track countries, identified the scale up of community-based health care as a key success factor in Ethiopia, Nepal and Rwanda.

There is also substantial evidence for the impact of antenatal and postnatal home visits by CHWs on neonatal mortality, which now constitutes 45% of under-5 deaths globally. A meta-analysis of nine trials in Africa and Asia reported a 21% reduction in neonatal mortality due to antenatal and postnatal home visit interventions.

Another community-based approach for which evidence is accumulating is women’s groups, often facilitated by a female CHW. A systematic review and meta-analysis of seven trials of women’s groups practicing participatory learning and action found that when at least 30% of pregnant women participated in the groups, run by local female facilitators, there was a 49% reduction in maternal mortality and a 33% reduction in neonatal mortality. Whilst these women’s group interventions hold much promise of impact, they have yet to be taken to scale within LMICs.

Besides proximal interventions for child health, in some countries the package of community-based services also includes early child development. In Pakistan, the “lady health workers’” home visit package includes counselling mothers on responsive stimulation. A cluster randomised trial of this intervention reported significantly higher net development scores on cognitive, language, and motor scales at 12 and 24 months of age, and on a social–emotional scale at 12 months of age.
The Philani Maternal Child Health and Nutrition Project in an urban settlement in Cape Town, South Africa, also reported positive effects of a mentor mother home visit programme, including training on responsive stimulation, on underweight and on severe underweight amongst children 0-6 years old.24

Besides evidence of impact, there is also evidence of quality of care delivered by CHWs. Research undertaken in Bangladesh found that CHWs can effectively screen (using mid-upper arm circumference) and treat uncomplicated cases of severe acute malnutrition (SAM) with ready to use therapeutic food (RUTF), showing a high degree of compliance with case management guidelines.25 A study conducted amongst health extension workers (HEWs) in Ethiopia included observation of consultations with sick children and gold standard re-examinations. The study found that HEWs were able to correctly manage 72%, 79% and 59% of children with pneumonia, diarrhoea and malnutrition respectively.26

A recent survey in Kenya was conducted amongst caregivers of children under-5 who had sought care for pneumonia from either a CHW or a facility-based health worker. The study found that caregivers perceived CHWs to provide higher quality of care in terms of accessibility and patient relationships, compared to facility-based health workers and equal quality of care on clinical aspects.27

**Evidence for impact at scale**

There are examples of several countries with national CHWs programmes that have achieved large reductions in under-5 mortality and improvements in nutritional status of children. These examples may hold many lessons for countries in the early stages of implementation.

Ethiopia has achieved remarkable declines in under-5 mortality. According to the 2015 UN Inter-Agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation (IGME) report, Ethiopia reached its target for Millennium Development Goal 4 for child survival with an estimated under-five mortality rate of 59 per 1000 live births in 2015, a decline from 205 in 1990. This represents an average reduction in mortality of 5% per year; higher than the average for sub-Saharan Africa (2.9%)1 One of the largest contributors to this under-5 mortality reduction was a decrease in stunting prevalence amongst children under-5 from 67% in 1992 to 40% in 2014.2,28 During this period, major policy and program activities related to child survival
were initiated in Ethiopia which built on major reforms starting from the 1990s to decentralise and reorganise the health system. An ambitious Health Extension Programme was launched in 2003 which aimed to provide universal access to mainly preventive primary health care services, through more than 34 000 locally recruited, government–salaried health extension workers (HEWs). Infrastructural investments were made to construct over 16,000 health posts where these HEWs provide services.

The country’s first national nutrition strategy and national nutrition programme were launched in 2008 which included scale up of the community-based nutrition programme. An impact evaluation of the community-based nutrition programme in four regions, delivered by HEWs-- with a ratio of 1 HEW per 23 children--and community volunteers, found substantial changes in infant and young child feeding (increased exclusive breastfeeding) and reductions in underweight of 2ppt/year.29

Malawi was one of the first countries in sub-Saharan Africa to have achieved the MDG4 target with a reduction from 245 to 68 deaths per 1000 live births between 1990 and 2013. Malawi’s CHWs (called health surveillance assistants, HSAs) have played a central role in the delivery of health services in Malawi since the 1960’s, delivering an increasingly broad array of services at the community level. Initially operating as environmental health outreach assistants concentrating on water and sanitation; since 1995 HSAs have been formally recruited and salaried by the Ministry of Health. In 2011 there were over 10,000 HSAs in the country of which 3800 had been trained to diagnose and treat children with malaria, pneumonia and diarrhea (known as integrated community case management, iCCM). Small-scale evaluations during the early period of iCCM implementation (2009-2011) revealed high demand for HSA services and quality of care similar to that provided by nurses in first-level facilities. The additional coverage for child health services due to community-based delivery has contributed to the large decline in child mortality in Malawi.

Brazil is another country which has achieved remarkable reductions in under-5 mortality and stunting. Stunting prevalence amongst children under 5 years declined from 37% in 1974/75 to 7% in 2006/07. Regional differences in stunting and child mortality also decreased. Four contributory factors to the reductions in stunting were identified including both nutrition-specific and nutrition-sensitive interventions, which included actions to address social determinants: increased maternal education, increased purchasing power in the poorest
populations, a substantial expansion in coverage of maternal and child health services, and the expansion of public water supply and sewage services. Changes in these determinants could plausibly have promoted child growth by improving diets (breastfeeding, complementary feeding, and the diversity of the family diet), reducing infections (especially those that cause diarrhoea), and contributing to better child care. The expansion in coverage of maternal and child health services was largely brought about through two programmes: the national community health worker programme and the family health programme which extended access to the poorest areas of the country as well as a large social protection initiative through conditional cash transfers (Bolsa Familia).

The scope of practice of CHWs (known as Community Health Agents) in Brazil includes conducting home visits, promotion of healthy practices, linking families to health services, expanded vaccination coverage, promotion of breastfeeding, increased use of oral rehydration salts, management of pneumonia and growth monitoring.

**Key considerations for CHW programmes**

CHW programmes are commonly seen as a cheap solution to increase access to health services in contexts with inadequate funds available for health care, weak health systems and insufficient human resources for health. The failure to consider and address the multitude of factors at both a national and international level that influence the impact and sustainability of these programmes is a common reason for their failure (Figure 1).
At the international level, changing donor priorities and short-term funding cycles greatly influence the impact of country programmes. CHW programmes in most low income countries are heavily donor dependent for major components including CHW training and CHW salaries or stipends. Few countries incorporate CHWs as formally salaried members of the health workforce (with the usual labour rights). This situation impacts on the demand for services from communities when programmes are seen as transitory and vulnerable and almost certainly negatively affects motivation of CHWs. Furthermore, the donor dependent nature of CHW programmes has often resulted in the reinforcement of vertical approaches with donors paying for disease-specific CHWs to treat malaria or provide adherence support for antiretrovirals or TB treatment rather than for comprehensive, integrated programmes.
At the national level, high level commitment and prioritization of CHW programmes by national governments, endorsement in policy documents (e.g. the national nutrition or health strategy) and commitment of domestic resources contribute positively to programme impact and sustainability. Rwanda, Brazil, Malawi and Ethiopia are all examples of countries which have scaled up community-based programmes focusing strongly on child health. Key features of these programmes include government ownership and incorporation of CHWs into the human resources for health wage bill.

The ratio of CHWs to population is also an important factor in impact which has been shown in relation to nutrition specific outcomes in Ethiopia. Optimal ratios of CHWs to population should be country-specific, taking into account the burden of disease (e.g. using under 5 mortality as an indicator) and epidemiological profile, CHW status as volunteer or fulltime equivalent, population density, geographic location, health infrastructure, road and transport infrastructure.

Related to the issue of ratios is the level and scope of practice of CHWs. In several countries, most notably Ethiopia, Niger and Mali, the community-based delivery platform consists of two tiers of workers, a lower volunteer cadre (known as the health development army in Ethiopia and relais communautaire in Mali and Niger) who are mainly responsible for promoting key family practices including breastfeeding, newborn care, hygiene and sanitation. This level is supported by a higher level of CHW who tends to have more education, is trained for longer, salaried, based in a fixed health post and whose scope also includes curative functions such as treatment of children with malaria, pneumonia, diarrhoea, severe acute malnutrition and in Ethiopia, newborn sepsis. This split in roles and tasks promotes better coverage, as ratios of volunteers to population are much higher than for the formal CHW level and this ensures that many preventive and promotive activities are undertaken at household level and are not neglected with the burden of curative tasks. In contexts where there is a high acceptance of volunteerism among both communities and CHWs, such as in Nepal, this may be an appropriate approach; however the volunteers still require supervision, kits and supplies etc. which would impact on cost, and the availability of the volunteers may be limited by their own family demands and livelihood activities. Due consideration should be given to how volunteer programmes may reinforce gender norms that hinder women’s opportunities for earning money and advancing their careers. In some contexts, volunteers receive lunch allowances or other reimbursements at high enough levels that they are essentially working in positions which,
though perhaps giving them high status, are actually very low-paid jobs. There is a resulting problem with high turnover—and thus the need for substantial ongoing recruitment and training—as they find better paid work.

Basic information on the background characteristics, training, and spatial distribution of CHWs is essential for effective planning, human resource management, supply chain management, emergency preparedness and response, monitoring, evaluation and research—indeed all aspects of health systems development. National georeferenced censuses of CHWs in Liberia, Malawi, Niger and Sierra Leone have underscored the importance of this information. CHW background characteristics (e.g. gender), training, ratios of CHWs per population, and contributions of CHWs to additional geographic access to services tended to vary across space (Oliphant, to be published). For instance, most CHWs in Sierra Leone were male, except near urban areas where there were significant concentrations of female CHWs—indicating a spatial-CHW gender association perhaps due to the volunteer nature of CHW work in Sierra Leone, as female CHWs reported being engaged in petty trade as their main livelihood and males reported farming as their main livelihood (Oliphant, to be published). Depending on the intervention, CHWs (called community health volunteers or CHVs) in Liberia provided an additional 10%-20% of the population geographic access to services (beyond the population covered within 5km of a health facility) (Oliphant, to be published).

A recent systematic review of programmatic factors effecting CHW performance concluded that higher education, personal experience with the health condition of their clients, having fewer household duties, and being dependent on income generated from CHW activities were positively associated with CHW performance. Gender, community of origin, age, marital status and social class had mixed effects on CHW performance. For instance, female CHWs have been found to perform better than male CHWs in promotion of maternal health, follow up on antiretroviral therapy and tuberculosis treatment, while male CHWs have been found to perform better on record keeping. Countries should consider how their criteria for CHW selection may impact CHW performance, and how their choice of criteria may reinforce or challenge prevailing gender dynamics and social norms. Countries should also consider spatial-social/economic dynamics in programme planning as illustrated by the examples from Liberia and Sierra Leone.
Community trust and demand for services is a key factor in the success of CHW programmes. Research suggests that community participation in the selection and monitoring of CHWs is critical\textsuperscript{8,48} and structures such as village health committees can play an important advocacy and social mobilisation role through their interaction with CHWs.\textsuperscript{49} Low demand for community services could be due to lack of trust in CHW skills, low availability of CHWs or cultural beliefs, particularly in the context of newborn interventions.\textsuperscript{26}

There are several research priorities in the area of community-based health care delivery which deserve attention. Much of the existing evidence base comes from small scale research studies or pilot projects. There is a need for more evidence of impact at scale which will require the availability of substantive funding, innovative research designs based on plausibility methods.\textsuperscript{50} Embedded implementation research also holds promise as an approach to increasing ownership of research and involving key decision-makers and stakeholders throughout the process.\textsuperscript{51}

There is a clear gap in the evidence for the optimal scope of practice for CHWs. In the context of the triple burden of longstanding undernutrition and communicable diseases and newer emergence of non-communicable diseases occurring in low and middle-income countries, CHWs will increasingly need to include the management of chronic non-communicable diseases and prevention of overweight/obesity in their scope which will add to the already large workload of CHWs. This will have implications for ratios and skill levels. Operational research to understand the interactions between scope of practice and population ratios is greatly needed to assist countries with CHW planning and scale up. Research is also required to better understand the potential role of CHWs in affecting the social determinants of health within households and communities.

Conclusions
In the current SDG era, much remains to be achieved in terms of improving the health of children and reducing the large disparities between and within regions. Many of the high impact interventions can and should be delivered through community-based delivery platforms and there is accumulating evidence of the effectiveness of CHWs in delivering many preventive, promotive and curative child health services; however the shift in these tasks from facility to community level requires careful consideration of community participation in selection and ongoing monitoring, optimal ratios of CHWs to population, the spatial distribution of CHWs
vis a vis need, the roles of CHWs and where applicable, volunteer cadres and the balance in scope to ensure that preventive, promotive and curative tasks are included in the package of care. Furthermore, health system support in the form of ongoing training and supervision, reliable systems for supplies and commodities and robust community information systems play a critical role.

The World Health Organisation is in the process of developing guidelines on health policy and system support to optimize community health worker programmes which will help to address a vacuum in guidance on important aspects of CHW programmes. Attention to domestic prioritization, support and financing of community delivery systems is critical to prevent these programmes from becoming another ‘magic bullet’.
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